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Applications

FORIS Security Line-up Gates ensure safe and  

controlled public access to high-traffic gatherings of 

all types, from concerts and sporting events, to film 

premieres and trade fairs. The system conforms 

strictly to all relevant international safety  

regulations.

Features 

FORIS Security Line-up Gates can be easily and  

securely joined with temporary fences, bike racks, 

and police barricades. They are extremely stable and 

particularly resistant to frontal pressure, thanks to 

their robust weight and sturdy design.

Optional Extras

A broader version is also available to accommodate 

wheel-chair users. The FORIS system also features 

optional bag-check tables. eps also offers delivery, 

installation, breakdown and collection.

Material: 
Dimensions: 

Weight: 

Transport:

Steel

FORIS Security Line-up Gate:
Railing height: 1.10 m (43 in)
Culvert width: 0.60 m (24 in)
Width of connecting rails: 0.60 m (24 in)
Width of end rails: 0.30 m (12 in)
Length (installed): approx. 2.90 m (114 in)

FORIS Security Wheelchair Gate:
Railing height: 1.10 m (43 in)
Width of wheelchair gate: 1.00 m (39 in)
Width of connecting rails: 0.60 m (24 in)
Width of end rails: 0.30 m (12 in)
Length (installed): approx. 2.90 m (114 in)

FORIS Security Line-up Gate: approx. 126 kg 
(278 lbs)
FORIS Security Wheelchair Gate: 152 kg  
(335 lbs)

8 Gates per (euro) pallet,
48 gates and accessories (6 pallets)  
per standard trailer

www.eps.net
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01 FORIS Security Line-up Gates ensure safe and orderly 

entry to events | 02  Gates provide problem-free entry 

points for events, as seen at Hardsummer Festival 2016 

| 03 The wheelchair-accessible entrance gate, combines 

the user‘s weight with the structure‘s own weight, in 

order to provide an extremely stable entrance | 04 Staff 

are able to expedite easy access controls, such as ticket 

and bag checks, with the FORIS separation system
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WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE …


